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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morningI’ll be talking about work that has been undertaken at Loughborough University as part of the EPSRC funded Future Advanced Metrology Hub programme, and builds on foundations established under the Light Controlled Factory project.The work described here has been developed within the Optics Research Group, with Prof Huntley as principle investigator; and Harshana and myself leading the day-to-day lab activity.  Harshana moved on to take a position at Taylor Hobson at the end of last year and Claire is a 2nd year PhD student.I have spent more than 20  years working with interferometry and white light fringe projection for 3D inspection. This work has largely been targeted at offline industrial NDT, however, modern high-speed sensors and computing are now enabling these techniques to be applied in real-time robotic applications.



• Motivation
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Projected fringe scanner:
Phase Vision Quartz 1200 DBE
Images courtesy Phase Vision Ltd

Outline
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This presentation will describe the motivation for developing high-speed 3D shape measurement based on projected structured light for robot applications and illustrate this through a short video of a simple pick-and-place lab demonstrator.We will then look at our approach to high-speed fringe projection and phase analysis to enable real-time 3D robot vision, including some results.Finally I’ll summarise the main conclusions from the presentation and outline next steps.Many of you will be familiar with the basic technique of using projected fringes to capture 3D surface shape. It is now widely adopted in aerospace and automotive sectors, and by way of a simple example, in this first image I was using the technique for inspection of the top surface of an Airbus wing. A sequence of structured fringe patterns is projected on to the surface being measured, and generates a dense cloud of >1 million 3D points that can be compared against nominal data.



Automated assembly, machining, verification – need for 
recognition and pose estimation of marker-free objects

Object Recognition Pose
Estimation

Robotic 
assembly

Quality ControlMachining

Motivation
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If we want to perform robotic operations such as machining, assembly, or inspection for quality control then we typically have two challenges to overcome:1. Recognise where the required object is within the scene, and2. Determine the pose of the objectTypically this is approached using two distinct algorithms, firstly identification of key points (interesting points) to aid recognition, and secondly an iterative closest point search to determine pose.In our experience, this approach is not very robust for typical machined engineering components, and so we published an alternative single step method based on the maximum likelihood technique. I would like to show you a simple lab demonstration to illustrate the technique.



6 Degrees-of-freedom ‘pick and place’

25 ‘jigsaw’ pieces fabricated from 10mm 
aluminium plate 

Precisely machined: 200 mm 
piece-piece and piece-
border separation

• Each piece located by two 8mm dowel pins
• Receiving holes in the base have 8.1 mm diameter 

(50 mm clearance)
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The demonstration is basically a 6-degrees-of-freedom assembly task in which we must precisely locate 25 jigsaw pieces. This is the base-plate…and these are the puzzle pieces, which are fabricated from 10mm aluminium plate.The parts are precisely machined to have 200μm separation between pieces and borders. Each piece is located by two 8mm dowel pins at the bottom with corresponding holes in the base plate.The receptive holes in the base have 50μm clearance around the outside of each pin. 



Challenges

• Puzzle piece blanks – 5 distinct parts
• Blanks + holes – 25 unique geometries

1. Unique identification of pieces

2. Accurate estimation of pose

3. Accurate registration of co-
ordinate systems

Piece

Base

Piece

Base

Base Base
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There are several challenges…Uniquely identifying pieces (there are 5 distinct outlines, but when combined with hole locations we have 25 unique geometries) Estimating their orientationRegistration of the robot and scanner coordinate systems with sufficient accuracy to avoid misalignment.



Metrology enabled ‘pick and place’
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Presentation Notes
So I would like to show a short video clip from one of our trial runs in which the jigsaw pieces are laid out at random on the table.The first step is to use the 3D scanner to capture the position of the parts and the base-plate by projecting a sequence of sinusoidal fringe patterns…Once we have captured the 3D points, the maximum likelihood algorithm identifies the parts and their respective poses, then the system issues the required robot instructions to perform the assembly.In practise we found the scanning, detection and robotic assembly showed good repeatability despite the random positioning of parts. As such, I think the technique provides a good foundation for developing similar industrial processes. For example, the technique can be applied in jig-less assembly, or operations requiring interaction with humans, in which the position and pose of objects needs to be determined automatically.However, the short-coming here is that the initial scan is relatively slow. Even with state of the art commercial sensors, dense 3D pointclouds are only delivered at around 5Hz. That is a real bottleneck in many industrial processes where the scene is changing dynamically.Our project therefore aims to develop a prototype real-time 3D robot vision system that can deliver dense 3D pointclouds with metrology grade accuracy at >100Hz (equivalent to >100 million independent 3D coordinates per second).



e.g. 64 fringes combined with 4-frame phase stepping 
algorithm requires 28 patterns

Sinusoidal fringe pattern sequence
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Structured light techniques using projected gratings with sinusoidal intensity distribution are based on the extraction of the continuous phase parameter to identify the projection plane. We published a paper 20 years ago showing the advantages of a reverse exponential sequence of fringe patterns compared to simple binary methods.For example, this look-up table describes a reverse exponential sequence starting with 64-fringes based on the popular 4-frame phase stepping algorithm that requires 28 discrete patterns.



High-speed data acquisition

Camera
• Ximea XiB-64 10-bit camera
• 1280x864 (1.1Mpx) @ 3,500fps
• Mono10p packed data @ 4.5GB s-1

Projector
• Vialux 0.7” DMD projector
• 1024x768 @ 22kHz
• 8-bit patterns @ 290fps 
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So if we are going to speed up the projection and acquisition of this sequence of patterns, then we are going to need some fast hardware. Our prototype system is based on a Ximea camera which captures 1Mpx images at 3,500fps, equivalent to 4.5GB/s…and a Vialux projector based on the Texas Instruments DMD technology, capable of a switching rate of 22kHz, and projecting greyscale images at 290fps.



• Sinusoidal fringe projection
• Reverse exponential sequence: 28 patterns
• Temporal phase unwrapping algorithm (TPUA) 

implemented on GPU
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Real-time 3D robot vision
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Our approach to implementing a real-time 3D robot vision system is based on the following approach…We use the Vialux projector to generate a reverse exponential fringe sequence, and the Ximea camea to acquiring 10-bit images at up to 3.5kHz.These images are processed using a GPU which implements the TPUA, theoretically producing masked unwrapped phase maps at 125Hz.These unwrapped phase maps can then be transformed into 3D pointclouds using the instrument calibration parameters, which is a relatively simple mapping that can again be implemented on the GPU.Finally, we process these 3D pointclouds on the CPU to reduce the data size down to discrete instructions for the robot.



11ms (Masked unwrapped phase maps computed @ 91Hz)

Acquired images processed at @ >2.5kHz)

GPU task timeline
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We have successfully implemented the TPUA on the GPU, and I’d like to illustrate this with a snapshot of the calculation timeline produced by my coding toolchain.This plot shows time along the horizontal-axis, with the discrete calculation steps represented on the vertical axis.At the top, shown in red, we see the discrete data transfers associated with each of the 28 acquired images from the host CPU to the GPU. Each transfer clearly takes a finite amount of time as determined by the data bus clock speed and bus contention.At the bottom, we see the transfer of the resulting masked unwrapped phase map from the GPU to the CPU.<click>The complete temporal phase unwrapping operation takes 11ms, with masked unwrapped phase maps computed at >90Hz.<click>This corresponds to processing of acquired images at > 2.5kHz.



Machined component
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I would like to demonstrate the technique by inspection of a machined aluminium plate, approximately 150mm square. The plate has multiple discontinuous surfaces and holes of various sizes, and was viewed from a range of 0.5m.



Unwrapped phase
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The acquired images are processed by the GPU which implements the TPUA. This figure shows the resulting masked unwrapped phase, with values in the range –pi to pi radians, which correspond to the labelled sector planes in front of the projector. 



Unwrapped phase (ramp removed)
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If we subtract the underlying phase ramp from the data to aid visualization, then we can more easily recognise the discontinuous plate surfaces.You can see that the shadow regions and errors due to specular reflection have automatically been detected and masked in the result.



• Sinusoidal fringe projection
• Reverse exponential sequence: 28 patterns
• Temporal phase unwrapping algorithm (TPUA) 

implemented on GPU
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BUT PROJECTION OF 8-BIT GREYSCALE
PATTERNS IS LIMITED TO 290FPS

Real-time 3D robot vision
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So returning to our system design, we have seen that we are able process acquired images at >2.5kHz (~3.2GB/s) on the GPU and compute masked unwrapped phase maps at >90Hz.<click>But we have a fundamental bottleneck…<click>The Vialux projector is only able to generate 8-bit greyscale patterns at 290fps. So we can’t generate the sinusoidal intensity patterns fast enough to maintain 100% GPU utilization.At the heart of the Vialux projector, light is spatial modulated using a Texas Instruments Digital Mirror Device (or DMD)…



Point Spread Function

Convolved Image

Digital binary Image

Achieving higher frame rates
• Project binary patterns @ >20kHz
• Greyscale patterns require sequence of bitplanes (e.g. 256x slower)
• Extend projector’s point spread function (PSF) to introduce spatial 

blur and generate pseudo-sinusoidal fringe patterns
• Isotropic PSF achievable using defocus or spherical lens aberrations
• Anisotropic PSF achievable using custom optics

Projector

Holographic
phase mask
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The Vialux projector is able to generate binary patterns at >20kHz.However, since greyscale patterns require each bitplane to be displayed in sequence, it significant slows down the achievable frame rate (e.g. up to 256x for an 8-bit image).So how can we produce sinusoidal fringe patterns at higher frame rates?One approach is to simply project binary patterns at the DMD’s native frame rate (>20kHz)…and extend the projector’s PSF to apply an optical spatial blur to the pattern.An isotropic PSF, such as the one shown here, is achievable simply by defocussing the projection lens (or by introducing spherical aberrations).So the binary pattern is convolved with the PSF, to produce a pseudo-sinusoidal pattern.<click>However, by introducing custom optics into the projection beam, such as the holographic phase mask shown here, we can achieve Anisotropic PSF functions, which allow us to vary horizontal and vertical blur independently.



• Numerical model based on polychromatic Fourier optics 
• Photolithography followed by reactive-ion etching (RIE)
• Features size is 300nm

Anisotropic point spread functionBinary phase mask

Holographic phase mask
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We have developed a polychromatic Fourier Optics numerical model to evaluate candidate PSF designs.Micro-fabrication based on photolithography and reactive-ion etching (RIE) is then used to create the bespoke optic, with feature size of ~300nm.



Holographic phase mask

⌀50mm

22mm

22mm
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These photographs show our first prototype holographic mask supported by a simple 3D printed mount.It is manufactured on a glass substrate with diameter 50mm.The holographic phase mask is located at the centre with a square footprint as shown.



Point spread function: measured @ 460nm
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The resulting PSF has been measured experimentally by mounting the optic in the projection beam and illuminating only a single pixel. The resulting pattern is projected onto a flat screen and captured by the camera.The slight rotation seen here is due to viewing the screen off-axis.



Point spread function: measured @ 460nm

256 DMD pixels
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The measured PSF height corresponds to 256 DMD pixels, which matches the design intent.However, we can clearly see a strong DC component in the PSF which should be suppressed. This suggests that there is manufacturing issue, which we are currently investigating.



Projected pattern: 8-bit greyscale
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In order to demonstrate the benefit of the holographic phase mask, let’s look at 3 methods of generating the sinusoidal fringe patterns.First, we create an 8-bit greyscale image containing 16 fringes, which is projected onto a flat screen by the Vialux projector and captured by the Ximea camera (which is positioned the off-axis).<click>If we take a cross section through the middle of the acquired image, then we can clearly see the sinusoidal intensity profile, with good signal reproduction across the image.



Projected pattern: Random binary
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In this second case, we consider what happens when we project a binary image that is derived from the original fringe pattern using a random permutation algorithm applied along the columns.In the image acquired by the camera, we can clearly see the black and white binary pixels…<click> and if we take a cross section through the centre of the image, then we can see that there is significant noise in the sinusoidal profile.



Projected pattern: Random binary with phase mask
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In this final case, we again project the same binary image, but now insert the holographic phase mask into the projection beam to apply a strong blur in the vertical direction.You can see that acquired imaged is now starting to approximate the sinusoidal fringe pattern that we want, …<click>and this is illustrated in the cross section profile.However, there is still work to do here, as the DC component in the PSF means that the binary pattern is not completely eliminated, but we will fix this in subsequent masks.



Greyscale projection of sinusoidal fringes
Temporal integration:
• Pro: High spatial resolution
• Con: Limited frame rate (290Hz)

Spatial integration:
• Pro: High frame rate (22kHz)
• Con: Custom optics, 

edge effects at top & bottom 

Combined method:
• N-bit temporal integration + M-bit spatial integration
• Match camera frame rate and reduce edge effects
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Let’s summarise the two methods for greyscale projection of sinusoidal fringes…Method 1: Temporal integration based on slicing the image into bitplanes that are projected in sequenceHas the advantage that the projected image has high spatial resolution, corresponding directly to the DMD pixels.But this sequence of bitplanes reduces the achievable frame rate (e.g. 290fps for the Vialux projector).<Click>Method 2: Spatial integration using a holographic phase maskHas the advantage of enabling high frame rates (e.g. up to 22kHz for the Vialux projector)But this requires custom optics, and produces edge effects at the top and bottom of the field of view.<Click>We are currently investigating a combined method, in which we can apply N-bit temporal integration with M-bit spatial integration, which allows us to match the projection frame rate to the camera frame rate, and reduce edge effects.



Motivation:
• Metrology-grade 3D pointclouds @ >100Hz for robot vision
Holographic phase mask:
• Enables sinusoidal fringe patterns @ up to 22kHz
• Evaluating initial samples 
• Further manufacturing refinement
Real-time data processing:
• TPUA pipeline implemented on GPU @ 3.2GB/s
• Computing masked unwrapped phase maps @ >90Hz (Rev Exp 64-4)
Next steps:
• GPU calculation of 3D pointcloud
• Pointcloud updates @ >600Hz (reduced fringe sequence)
• Dynamic adjustment of projection sequence
• Closed-loop robot demo

Summary
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In conclusion,The motivation for our project is to provide metrology-grade 3D pointclouds in real-time @ 100Hz to enable a new class of robot application that can adapt quickly to changes in the scene.<click>We have designed a custom holographic phase mask that enables sinusoidal fringe patterns to be projected @ up to 22kHz, and are evaluating the initial manufacturing samples. There are still some wrinkles to iron out, but we expect these to be resolved soon.<click>We have coded a real-time TPUA pipeline implemented on a standard GPU that is capable of processing acquired image data at 3.2GB/s, and computing masked unwrapped phase maps @ > 90Hz.<click>Our next steps will focus on:Realtime transformation of the unwrapped phase maps into 3D pointclouds using the system calibration parameters.Increasing pointcloud update rates using shorter fringe sequencesAutomatic dynamic adjustment of the projection parameters depending on the scene (e.g. whether the scene is stationary or moving).Finally, we plan to demonstrate the impact of these developments with a closed-loop robot demonstration, which I hope will be in collaboration with some of the 40+ industrial partners that are supporting the Future Advanced Metrology programme. However, if you are sat in the audience and can see a good application for this technology, then please come and chat to me later.
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